
february 2019 

Remember: the next club meeting will be held  
at St Rumon’s club, on Thursday 10th March. 

Grand Photo Competition 

This splendid photo by Mark AS of his return from his epic out and return to Portreath was 
voted as winner for the February photo competition. It will be featured in next year’s 
calendar and wins Mark a copy of the calendar. 
If you would like your work featured in an internationally acclaimed calendar and avoid 
having to pay for your copy of it, send your photos to Daisy before March’s meeting, or 
alternatively bring them to the meeting on a memory stick. 
 



January’s Photo Competition 

 
 
This photo by Daisy, featuring Our Beloved Leader at Vault Bay, won the photo comp for 
January. Let’s see if we can have an even better selection to choose from at March’s meeting. 
 
 

Chairman’s Chat 
 
Well hasn't the weather turned out nice? Not just warm and sunny but also some nice flying 
days mixed in. Not quite the booming Sea Thermal days we were hoping for but there is time 
yet. 
Good to see a bit of activity to get Mark AS and Tim J busy on the XC tables and good to hear 
reports of flying going on at various sites. A big congratulation to Jake Q, Miles T and Martin 
Fox on all passing their Pilot exams and becoming Pilot rated.  
Glad to say I am back on my own hangy now so Kaz can have hers back just as long as I 
don’t have to carry it any distance :)) 
The February club meeting was another good one with plenty of time for socializing and 
catching up with what’s been going on along with an excellent Monthly matter presented by 
Mark AS. Any volunteers (or ideas) for next month’s ?;) Also nice to see a few new faces 
along with some not so new ones. 
Had the pleasure of meeting up with Jake S recently and as well as welcoming him to the club 
it's a shame to also wish him well when he leaves us and moves abroad in the near future. 
With winter over, spring underway and summer coming we will soon see a flow of visitors. 
Please keep your eye out for them and help them along if necessary as well as making sure 
they do not put any sites at risk inadvertently. 
Parachute repack is all planned thanks to Steve D, please confirm your place with him so he 
can firm up arrangements. 
All the best and hopefully see some of you at the Frostbite ….......... 
 
Phippsy 
 



Even better than lunch at Carnon 
Downs Garden Centre 
By Tim Jones 
Daisy was literally pulling on his boots to go 
out for a romantic lunch with Mrs May at 
Carnon Downs Garden Centre when the call 
came through. It was Phippsy saying it was 
looking peachy at Chapel and was he coming 
out? Daisy thought it was a no-brainer. 
Sally’s thoughts were not recorded. 
But thus it was that the two Grahams and I 
turned up at Chapel on what seemed to me 
to be the first day of sunshine and fair winds 
for many months. It also seemed the perfect 
day for me to test fly the new sail on my 
glider. It looked beautiful and felt crisp and 
slippery but how would it fly? 
With a joint age of nearly 190 and two thirds 
of us decidedly creaky on the bones and 
joints front, it was surprising how quickly 
battens were stuffed in and harnesses 
packed. 
 

 
 
Daisy was first to be ready and hobbled 
down to take off, and with just two steps 
was away, easing the weight off his aching 
bones. 
Within two beats it was obvious that 
conditions were good, which spurred Phippsy 
on to limp down to take off, then he too 
slipped the surly bonds of Earth. 
That just left me to check and double check 
that we’d put the glider back together 
properly and that there didn’t seem to be 
any vital bits missing. A few runs across the 
top to feel the glider lift off my shoulders 
and fly straight convinced me that I had no 
more excuses. 
By then, Daisy had landed with a big smile 
on his face: confirmation that his choice to 

abandon the long-suffering Mrs May was the 
right one! 
A final hang check and I carried forward to 
take off and with slightly sweaty palms I was 
off. Within seconds, though, the glider felt 
lovely, flew perfectly and filled me with 
confidence. I too landed some time later 
with a huge smile on my face. Does it get 
any better than this? 
Well, actually, yes! As little puffs of cotton 
wool began to form out to sea and drift 
towards us, Phippsy and I decided we had to 
fly again and within a short time were 
feeling the extra tug of little sea thermals. 
As what seemed to be the best cloud so far 
came over, we found our 360s converging 
and gradually we climbed together and 
drifted back past St Agnes Beacon. It wasn’t 
a powerful thermal, and was unlikely to get 
us to cloud base, but it just felt nice to be 
embarking on the first XC of the year, and 
on my new sail’s inaugural flight! 
It wasn’t long before our lift left us behind 
and we glided past Perranporth Airfield, 
finding little bits to circle in, then gliding on. 
A cloud street had formed down wind, but 
we could have done with an extra 1000 feet 
to reach it, and very soon we were circling to 
land in a field with a convenient gate onto 
the road. 
Even before we’d finished packing up, Daisy 
arrived to help us back to Chapel Porth. 
 

 
 
What a splendid ending to a splendid day; 
like a flash back to twenty five years ago, 
three mates, stuffed in to a car, giggling and 
reliving their flights. 
Sorry Sally, but I have to agree; it was 
probably even better than lunch at Carnon 
Downs Garden Centre. 
 
 

Beautiful glider in an ideal landing field 

Daisy missing out on lunch 



 

A Brief Excursion 
By G Phipps 
After forty-five minutes on the hangy at 
Sennen flying with Chris H (great to see him 
back in the air after a two year lay-off) the 
breeze began to ease and it was time to 
come in. Wyn D used up the last of the 
hangy wind doing a fine job in the, by then, 
marginal conditions to come back in on top. 
By the time we had popped the hangies back 
in their bags it was even on the light side for 
Para's and off to the west. Still, Chris H led 
the way showing that it was stay upable so I 
joined him on my Rush 5. The lift dropped 
and Chris sneaked in leaving me scratching 
the pill box. A little sea thermal gave me 
enough to make the jump across to the 
Gwenver face where the wind was more on 
and a dark cloud street was setting up. 
 

 
Photo by Wyn Davies 
Moving north along the ridge, initial lift was 
followed by increasing sink but perseverance 
paid off and the vario started beeping 
happily. A couple of 360's and steady 
beeping saw a steady climb smack under the 
dark street. With a slow drift there was 
plenty of time to assess conditions and make 
decisions. Drifting back accompanied by a 

couple of gulls I could see Chris H launch 
and head across towards my departure 
point. 
In consistent lift the decision was made not 
to go to cloud base but to drift along on the 
east side of the street before leaving the lift 
to head further east with the south coast in 
my sights. All went according to plan and 
leaving the street at St Buryan a very 
comfortable glide ensued 
downwind/crosswind. Lamorna cove was 
easily recognisable and a nice field on the 
top of the cliff looked drier than those 
around.  Turning back into wind about a 
quarter mile beforehand showed little wind 
and the fear of being blown out to sea was 
relieved. Just to make sure, excess height 
was burned off upwind before making my 
landing approach resulting in a tippy-toe 
touchdown in very little wind. 
With Wyn D on the case it was only a short 
walk, thankfully along a lane, before his 
smiling face swung into view and it was not 
much longer before we were back at 
Sennen. Chris was still there having made 
his own way back after a short XC having 
thermalled up and away but not contacting 
the then deteriorating cloud street. 
Not the longest of xc's but a nice one, with 
stunning views over a stunning landscape as 
well as being a nice relaxed flight with no 
lumpy bumpy bits, just what the doctor 
ordered :) Oh and my first xc from Sennen 
;) 
Thank you to Chris, Tim and Wyn for once 
again helping out and making it possible. 
 

 
A cartoon spotted by Barry Hobbins 
Do you think this is the sort of question Jake, Myles and Martin were up against in their Pilot 
exams? 

 

Who can spot Graham’s Rush 5? 



Parachute Repack 
Don’t forget: the repack takes place on Saturday 3rd March at Carnmoggas PL26 7DD 
(Polgooth near St Austell) thanks to Steve Dredge’s organizational skills. Please let him know 
ASAP if you are going so that he can order all the pasties. Cost will be £15 for KHPA members 
£20 for visitors. Food and elastic bands included. Payment by paypal only. 
 
 
 
 

Go “wireless” 
Radios are one of those things, some love 
them, some hate them and some put up 
with them (me). In general it's not the radio 
that frustrates; it's the headset, either by 
being fiddly to put on or the breaking of 
joints or wires leaving intermittent or 
nonworking communications. 
Having seen a bluetooth set up discussed on 
the “Oz report” I thought I'd give it a go.  
Ten minutes on the internet saw a bluetooth 
adapter and press to talk button for my 
Baofeng on order, along with a bluetooth 
“motorcycle” headset all for just under £40. 
You could get away with just the adapter as 
it does come with its own headset but it is 
not ideal for putting under a helmet, but 
good for your phone.  

 

Both packages arrived as stated and even 
with my below average techno skills I 
managed to get it working in the house. So 
far so good.  Now with two field tests under 
its belt and a lump of foam added over the 
microphone to reduce wind noise on the 
hangy, all seems good. Battery life is 
reportedly good enough for several flights 
but as all parts come with USB charging 
ports you may as well just charge before you 
fly. 
With no wires other than the charging port 
on the headset and the additional headset 
speaker which can be cut off not only is the 
risk of damage reduced but also no more 
threading wires down jackets and around 
harnesses.  Longevity? Well, time will tell 
but I may just get another as a spare…sorry, 
I mean for Kaz …  
Post Script: 
From bitter experience, Graham adds that 
you SHOULDN’T cut off the extra ear piece, 
as it contains the battery for the speakers! 
But you can just disconnect the wires so you 
can still hear your vario. 
Also, you should remember to charge up 
EVERY time; having set it all up and carried 
out radio checks before take-off, just as Tim 
was taking off to join him he heard the 
“battery out” signal and all comms went 
dead! Doh! 

  
Frostbite Comp 
The provisional date for the Frostbite Comp has been set for the weekend of 9th-10th March. 
Forecasts will be studied and a final decision will be made on the Thursday before (7th March). 
A fallback date will be a fortnight later, which is the weekend of 23rd-24th March. 
Let’s all think positive thoughts and make it happen for a fun competition. 



KHPA XC leagues
  
It’s nice to see some scores beginning to come in now. Starting off with a great out and 
return from Chapel to Portreath by Mark AS. He initially declared an out and return to Hell’s 
Mouth but realised he wouldn’t be able to return across Portreath so cut it short and still had 
a satisfyingly challenging flight. It’s great to see Mark looking for possibilities to declare 
flights and setting himself the challenge. How many others of us will follow his lead? 
Later in the month Tim and Graham had fun doing out and returns from St Agnes to 
Porthtowan and then on the next flight flopping over the back. Go into a flying day with a 
positive attitude and it’s amazing what flights can be made. 
 
XC leagues to 25-02-2019 
 
Hang gliding Name Total 

1 Graham Phipps 70.3 

2 Tim Jones 48.7 

3 Wyn Davies 18.1 

 
Paragliding Name Total 

1 Mark AS 37.2 

2 Graham Phipps 21.2 

 
 

Blasts from the past 
I met up a couple of weeks ago with early 
KHGA pioneers Roger Full, Terry Tempest 
and Ian Hicks. 
Of course the conversation turned to the 
“good” old days and how the heck anyone 
survived! Terry had some great old photos 
and kindly sent them to me to put in the 
bulletin. 

 
This one isn’t the Gumbys, it’s Roger and 
Terry with their McBroom Arguses at Sennen 
beach in the late 1970s. Roger’s black one, 

originally called the Black Demon, was 
rechristened the Black Out after he draped it 
over the power cable supplying the chalet 
just above the beach. As Roger dangled, 
gently smouldering, on one side of the cable 
with the glider on the other side, the irate 
owner of the chalet came hurtling out, 
thundering at him “Get down from there this 
instant! I’m trying to cook my children’s 
tea!” 
 

 

XC flights this month 

GP, TJ 

MAS 



 
This one is Terry’s Avon Kites Swift. How 
useful to have the window in the sail so you 
can see what’s above. 
 

 
This one is Terry’s Ace of Spades, though I 
don’t know what the make was. But note the 
deflexor wires on the leading edge to aid 
performance by stopping the leading edge 
tubes flexing. 

Terry’s Solar Wings Typhoon from the mid-
1980s shows how quickly designs evolved 
and improved. It’s almost recognizable as a 
modern wing! 
 

 
 
But who, these days, has so much style as 
to transport their glider on an E Type! 

 


